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An active vibration isolation(AVI ) system has been designed and implemented for the Molecular
Measuring MachinesM3d at the National Institute of Standards and Technology(NIST). NIST is
investigating active vibration isolation as an approach to improving the M3 image resolution and
measurement speed. This article presents the full dynamic model of the AVI system with the
Mallock suspension used for the M3 system suspension. A decoupling process is employed to
decompose the complicate dynamics into separate axis. This article then applied a sliding mode
controller (SMC) to overcome the system nonlinearities. Experimental results show that the
controller is effective, achieving a vibration attenuation of 10 dB at some frequencies, depending on
the axis. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1807005]

I. INTRODUCTION

The Molecular Measuring MachinesM3d at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology(NIST) is an instru-
ment for measuring feature coordinate in two dimensions,
designed to achieve subnanometer resolution over a 50 mm
350 mm area. Three are many challenging engineering con-
sideration for such an instrument, including those dealing
with isolation from environmental noise sources. To limit
vibration noise from external sources, the M3 uses a two-
stage, passive vibration isolation support system.1,2

Now to improve the system performance, NIST has in-
stalled six degree-of-freedom active vibration isolation(AVI )
system.3 The AVI system in M3 uses five piezoelectric actua-
tors (PZT) as the lateral-constraint links in a Mallock sus-
pension system, and a sixth piezo actuator to control the
vertical movement. Although there are many articles regard-
ing vibration isolation in the literature,4–6 the NIST system
requires extremely high performance. The level of distur-
bance transmitted from ground to the measuring system must
be attenuated below a nanometer. Also, the highly nonlinear
Mallock suspension system identification and the subsequent
controller design very challenging.

This article develops and describes the implementation
of a controller for the AVI system. First, a mathematical
model is derived by using a spring-damper model. Then, a
decoupling procedure is used to reduce the coupling terms in
the transfer function matrix. The system decoupling is very
helpful in reducing the system complexity so that real-time
control is realizable. A six-by-six Multiple-Input-Multiple-
Output (MIMO ) system can be reduced to six Single-Input-
Single-Output(SISO) systems. Next, a system identification
of the Mallock suspension is developed, using curve fitting
on the diagonalized system. The inner Mallock shell itself is
treated as a rigid body. The model serves as the basis for the
design of a robust Sliding Mode Controller(SMC). This ar-

ticle presents the standard(SMC) control, considering the
system parameter uncertainties and exogenous disturbances.
We also use the Lyapunov function to verify the stability of
the controller. SMC offers a high degree of robustness
against model uncertainty; therefore it is the most suitable
for dealing with the nonlinearities and the unmodeled dy-
namics in the system. Furthermore, the simulation shows that
the SMC provides good performance near 100 Hz. The ex-
perimental results show that the controller achieves a 5 dB to
10 dB vibration attenuation in the desired bandwidth.

This article is divided into seven major sections. Section
II describes mechanical arrangement of the Mallock suspen-
sion system in M3. Section III presents the system identifi-
cation process. Section IV describes the controller design
and the stability analysis. Section V presents the simulation
results. Section VI presents the experimental implementa-
tion.

II. THE M3 ACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEM

The Molecular Measuring Machine uses a Mallock sus-
pension system for vibration isolation. The Mallock system
contains an inner and an outer supporting shell linked by six
rods and one spring as shown in Fig. 1.7 Figure 2 shows a
photograph of the inner and outer shells.

The first, second, and third rod are oriented in thex
direction and are parallel to each other(see Fig. 3). The
fourth and fifth rod are oriented in they direction, and the
sixth rod and the suspension spring are parallel to each other
and oriented in thez (vertical) direction. Therefore the first,
second, and third rod control the movement in thex direc-
tion; the fourth and fifth rod control they direction move-
ment; and thez direction position is determined by the sixth
rod. The suspension spring is connected to a point which is
horizontally offset from the center-of-mass axis; the resulting
torque moment preloads the suspension rods in slight com-
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pression. Additional spring preloads are used in parallel with
each actuator to increase the coupling stiffness and the ro-
bustness of the suspension.8 The first, second, and third rods
mainly determine the yaw and pitch orientation; the fourth
and fifth rods determine the roll orientation(about x). Be-
cause the rods are not orthogonal to each other, the Mallock
suspension system has serious cross-axis coupling.

Cross coupling is unavoidable in any parallel-linkage
suspension system, including the more familiar Stewart
platform.5 Still, these systems are widely used because they
are in principle stiffer than sequentially stacked systems with
comparable degrees of freedom.

III. SYSTEM MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION

For system modeling, we use the nomenclature and co-
ordinate system defined in Fig. 3. Applying the Newton–
Euler equation to the Mallock inner shell, we have

o F = mv̇b + wb 3 mvb, s1d

o M = Iẇ b + wb 3 Iw b, s2d

wherevb is the velocity vector andwb is the body angular
rate. The mass of Mallock inner shell ism, and I is the
moment of inertia matrix.oF is the net force vector on inner
shell andoM represents the net moment vector shown in Eq.
(3),

o F = o
i=1

6

RTFi + RTFs + RTmg,

s3d

o M = o
i=1

6

Di 3 RTFi + Ds 3 RTFs,

whereDi andDs are the displacement vector from the center
of gravity (cg) of the body to theith piezoelectric linkage
and the sping and point, respectively.Fi is the force vector
generated by each rod,Fs is the force vector generated by the
suspension spring,mg is the gravitational force, andR is the
rotation matrix. The superscriptT means the matrix transfor-
mation. We modelFi as a spring and a damper, as shown in
Eq. (4),

Fi = − K riDẋei − CriDẋei si = 1, . . . ,6d, s4d

where the vectorK ri is the spring constant of the Viton rub-
ber pads in earth coordinates for channeli, the Cri is the
damping constant of the Viton rubber pads for channeli, Dxei

is the extension length of springi, andDẋei is the extension
rate of springi. The value of the vectorK ri was described in
above section. TheDxei means the displacement from the
end of the PZT to the jointed point on the Mallock inner
shell, which can be expressed as

Dxei = pi − psi si = 1, . . . ,6d, s5d

wherepsi is the location at one end of the PZT for channeli,
pc is the mass of the Mallock inner shell, andpi is the jointed
point on the Mallock inner shell, shown in Fig. 4,

psi = pei + RpiUW i · sL + uid, s6d

whereUW i is initial unit vector pointing frompei to psi in body
coordinates,LI is the original length of the PZT, andui is the
deflection of PZTi due to the applied voltage. If the initial

FIG. 3. Mallock suspension system. Pei represents theith actuator and L is
the actuator length. The cube represents the Mallock inner shell.

FIG. 4. The schematic diagram of theith PZT and Viton rubber system. The
Viton rubber is simulated as a spring and a damper.

FIG. 1. A diagram for the Mallock suspensin system of M3. Actuators are
labeled by number and interconnect the Mallock inner and outer shell. Sus-
pension spring in S and supports the Mallock inner shell. The M3 measure-
ments system is placed inside the inner shell, which is not shown in the
figure.

FIG. 2. The Mallock inner and outer shell photograph.
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status for each rod is horizontal for channels 1–5 and vertical

for channel 6, theUW i can be described as follows:

UW i = 5f1 0 0gT ∀i = 1,2,3

f0 1 0gT ∀i = 4,5

f0 0 1gT ∀i = 6,

s7d

where the superscript T means the matrix transformation. A
linearized system is used in the controller design. We define
the system states as

fxe
T ue

T vb
T wb

TgT, s8d

wherexe is the displacement of inner shell in the earth coor-
dinate frame. The state space form of the system becomes

ẋe = R̃vb,

u̇e = T̃ẇb,

s9d

v̇b =
1

m o F,

ẇb = I −1 o M ,

where R̃ is linearized rotation matrix andT̃ is linearized
rotation-rate matrixue is the Euler angle.

System diagonalization:To simplify the implementation
of the controller, we diagonalize the system. As a heuristic
example, consider a two-input-two-output system. Given a
transfer function,Gijssd, and the Laplace transform of the
inputs,Uissd, the outputs are the product,

FY1ssd
Y2ssd G = FG11ssd G12ssd

G21ssd G22ssd GFU1ssd
U2ssd G . s10d

If one transforms the system by pre and postmultiplying by a
diagonalization matrix, the system becomes

FȲ1ssd

Ȳ2ssd
G = Fa b

c − d
GFG11ssd G12ssd

G21ssd G22ssd GF e f

g − h
G

3FŪ1ssd

Ū2ssd
G , s11d

.

FȲ1ssd

Ȳ2ssd
G =FḠ11ssd Ḡ12ssd

Ḡ21ssd Ḡ22ssd
GFŪ1ssd

Ū2ssd
G , s12d

wherea,b,c,d,e, f ,g andh are positive constants to be de-
termined such that the determinant of diagonalized matrix is
not zero. We determine these constants by maximizing the

diagonal termssḠ11,Ḡ22d and minimizing the off diagonal

terms sḠ12,Ḡ21d. BecauseGijs jwd is a transfer function,
which means it is a complex value and frequency-dependent,
it is impossible to find a constant diagonalized matrix to
reduce the coupling effect for all of the frequency range.
Therefore, the experiment only minimizes the coupling effect
near the operating frequency,w0. We chose a frequencyw0

s100–200 Hzd to minimize the off-diagonal terms. The solu-
tion is shown in Eq.(13),

a = c = 1/s1 + qd, b = d = 1 −a,

e= f = 1s1 + pd, g = h = 1 −e, s13d

p =ÎUG11s jw0dG21s jw0d
G22s jw0dG12s jw0d

Uucoss/G11s jw0dG21s jw0d − / G22s jw0dG12s jw0ddu, s14d

q =ÎUG11s jw0dG21s jw0d
G22s jw0dG12s jw0d

Uucoss/G11s jw0dG21s jw0d − / G22s jw0dG21s jw0ddu. s15d

We chose the frequencyw0 at the peak value of the off-
diagonal termssGij ,Gjid. After diagonalization, the magni-

tude of the off-diagonal termssḠij ,Ḡjid nearw0 will be re-
duced. We diagonalize channels one, two, and three as
channelsX,u, andc; and we convert channels four and five
to channelsY and f. Channel 6 remains the same, but its
notation is changed to channelZ. This process is performed
on the actual system to obtain a diagonal system transfer
function. it is important to note that the solution only mini-
mizes the off-diagonal terms nearw0.

Figure 5 is the Bode diagram or frequency response of
the original system as measured by a frequency analyzer.
Each piezo actuator is driven in turn, and for each, the re-

sponse is measured at all six accelerometer sensors. In con-
trast, Fig. 6 shows the Bode diagram of the diagonalized
system. One easily observes from Fig. 5 that there are serious
coupling effects, especially between the(1, 2) and the(2, 1)
entries, and between the(4, 5) and(5, 4) entries. The nondi-
agonal entries in Fig. 6, on the other hand, are up to 20 dB
smaller than the diagonal entries. The curve-fit models we
generated for the diagonal terms in the resulting system are
shown in Fig. 7 as the solid lines. The dashed lines are the
frequency response of the real system as taken by a fre-
quency analyzer. Because the signal to noise ratio of sub-
systemsX andY at low frequency range is small, the data at
that region cannot be trusted. However the input signal rep-
resents a position actuator andtheoutput signal is the accel-
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erometer signal. Therefore, the slope of magnitude response
at the low frequency range should represent the
40 dB/decade characteristics.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

After diagonalizing the system, we need only consider
the diagonal terms. Consider the time-invariant, linear,
continuous-time, SISO system with uncertainties and exog-
enous disturbances,

ẋstd = sA + DAdxstd + sB + DBdustd + fstd,

s16d
ystd = sC + DCdxstd + vstd,

wherexstdPRn and ustdPR1 are the state and the control
input variables respectively;ystdPR1 is the measured sys-
tem output, fstdPRn is the exogenous disturbance, and
vstdPR1 is the sensor noiseA, B, andC, denote the nominal
or known system matrices, andDA, DB, DC are the respec-
tive matrix uncertainty components. Choose the sliding sur-

FIG. 5. Frequency response(accelerometer over piezo drive) of the original system. Rows are piezo drive axes; columns are accelerometer axes.

FIG. 6. Frequency response(accelerometer over piezo drive) of the diagonalized system. Rows are piezo drive axes; columns are accelerometer axes.
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facesstdPR1 and the control effort as in Eqs.(17) and(18),

sstd = Lxstd, s17d

ustd = − sLBd−1LAxstd − fauxstdu + dgsignssstdd a,d . 0,

s18d

where uxstdu=oi−1
n ux1uPR1 is the sum of absolute value of

each state. The row vectorLPR1 xn determines the dynamic
trajectory of the states on the sliding manifold.a andd are
adjustable constants. In order to check whether or not the

states will converge to the sliding manifold, we need to
check for stability. We choose the Lyapunov function to be

Vstd = 0.5sstdTsstd. s19d

One can find the time derivative of the Lyapunov function to
be

V̇std = sstdTfLDAxstd − LDBsLBd−1LAxstd − LsB

+ DBdauxstdusignssstdd − LsB + DBdd signssstdd

+ Lfstdg, s20d

V̇std = sstdTLbDA − DBsLBd−1LAcxstd − LsB

+ DBdauxstduusstdu − LsB + DBddusstdu + sstdTLfstd.

s21d

If the conditions LbDA−DBsDBd−1LAcxstd,LsB
+DBdauxstdu and LsB+DBdd.Lfstd are true, the condition

V̇std,0 is true. The state will converge to a sliding surface.
The constanta can accommodate parameter uncertainties
sDA,DBd and d can handle the disturbancefstd. Using this
controller, a smalla is sufficient to overcome small param-
eter uncertainties. Once the state is on the sliding manifold,
the dynamics depend on the vectorL. One can use the opti-
mal control technique to choose a suitable value of vectorL.
AssumingDB is zero, one can convert the nominal system
into a system with a statezstd=fz1std z2stdgT,

ż1std = A11z1std + A12z2std,

s22d
ż2std = A21z1std + A22z2std + ustd,

wherez1stdPRn−1 andz2stdPR1 are the system states, and
A11PRsn−1dxsn−1d, A12PRsn−1dx1, A21PR1xsn−1d, and A22

PR1x1 are system matrices. It is now possible to choose a
sliding surface of the formSstd=Kz1std+z2std, and

L = fK 1g. s23d

After the state converges to the sliding manifold, the state
will stay on the manifold, i.e.,

sstd = 0 ⇒ z2std = − Kz1std. s24d

Choose the following criterion:9

Jstd =E
0

`

fz1stdTQz1std + z2stdTRz2stdgdt s25d

to be minimized, whereR and Q are positive definite and
positive semidefinite matrices to be determined by choosing

FIG. 8. Computer simulation for SMC.

FIG. 7. System identification comparison between curve fit model and real
system for the diagonalized sytem.X is the frequency response of the diag-
onal entries from actuatorX to accelerometer X; Y is frequency response of
the diagonal entries from actuator Y to accelerometerY.
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on the relative importance of the statesz1std and the states
z2std. The row vectorK can be selected by solving the Alge-
braic Riccati Equation(ARE).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation is based on the complete system model.
The controller design, however, is based on the linearized
model. Figure 8 is the simulation setup for the SMC control
system. This simulation was done in Simulink.10 (Commer-
cial equipment and materials are identified in order to ad-
equately specify certain procedures. In no case does such
identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it
imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessar-
ily the best available for the purpose.) The controller also
includes a state estimator. The simulation includes the effects
of the digital signal processor(DSP) implementation. The
quantizer and saturation limits simulate the ADC; the satura-
tion and Zero-Order-Hold(ZOH) simulate the DAC device.
Figure 9 is the structure of the SMC with piecewise linear
discontinuous control, which is implemented by Eq.(18).
The equilibrium control coefficient matrix is −sLBd−1LA. To
optimize the performance, one starts by tuning the observer
parameter for the best estimation, and then one tunes the
SMC parameters with the real system states in simulation.
The part are then combined to examine the overall system
performance.

Figure 10 is the power spectrum comparison with and
without the SMC controller for thex-axis Accelerometer.

There is a good attenuation in the 100 Hz to 200 Hz range.
There is also a little bit more high-frequency content caused
by chattering.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The SMC controller has been applied to the physical
Mallock suspension system. The noise transmissibility with
and without the SMC is shown in Fig. 11. The control system
achieves better noise attenuation response in the low fre-
quency region for actuatorsX and Y (100 Hz to 200 Hz).
One observes very small magnitudes of actuatorsX andY at
the low frequency. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio is also
very small. The measurement data in that region is not eli-
able. One also observes more high frequency noise(above
250 Hz) due to the chattering phenomena. Figure 12 shows
the actual attenuation effects when sinusoidal disturbances
are injected into each channel. The controller is turned on at
a delayed time to inspect the control effect. One clearly ob-
serves the attenuation effects in channelsx, y, z, andc. The
f andu directions are not shown because the improvements
are not significant.

Figure 13 shows acquired SPM images with an injected
fixed sine disturbance. It is clear that the disturbance signal
has introduced as alias fluctuation in the profile. With the

FIG. 9. The structure of SMC block.

FIG. 10. Power spectrum of x-axis acceleration with an without SMC con-
troller.

FIG. 12. Acceleration signals are shown for fixed-frequency sine wave dis-
turbances. The controller is off in the beginning and then is turned on after
a certain time.

FIG. 11. Noise transmissibility with and without SMC.
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SMC in operation, the image is more immune to the distur-
bance. The system maintains high resolution with the con-
troller even when the scanning is set at a relatively high
scanning speeds1 mm/sd.

VII. FUTURE WORKS

It is clear by now that the environment vibration imposes
limitation on the achievable resolution of the SPM measure-
ment. The accelerometer resolution determines the ability of
the active vibration isolation system. Future research will put

emphasis on enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor
measurement. The goal is for the M3 system to achieve sub-
angstrom measurement.
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